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SKI TRIP 2022
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La Thuile, Italy

TOUR TASTER
BOOKLET
This booklet is designed to give you an
insight into the SGS ski trip – and to help
students/parents decide whether they wish
to apply to book a place on the tour.
Note – information is based on typical ski
trips – exact plans may be subject minor
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Introduction
Welcome to the Ski Trip!
No doubt you are excited and cannot wait to hit the slopes! For those who have never skied in a resort
before, you have an amazing new experience ahead of you. For those more experienced, you too will
have an incredible week of skiing on a fantastic range of pistes.
As with any tour, there is much work to do prior to departure, to ensure that all arrangements are made
smoothly. We ask you and your parents to keep an eye on your emails for updates and requests of
information; the sooner you can supply me with what is needed, the smoother the whole process will be.
The first task is to read this booklet; it outlines what you need to know for the trip. However, should you
get any queries, please do not hesitate to contact me on DMEndersbee@spaldinggrammar.lincs.sch.uk
Wishing you all a fantastic trip,
Mr Endersbee, Tour Leader

Tour Aims
Get the best out of your Ski Trip!
Those of you who have attended an SGS sports tour before will know that we expect you to develop in
more than just sport. Going abroad is a fantastic opportunity to broaden your horizons in many ways.
For the Ski Trip, we outline this in three simple aims, under our ‘SKI’ acronym:

S

nowsport

Improve your skills and confidence in your skiing or
snowboarding abilities

K

nowledge of a foreign country

Engage with foreign culture, such as language,
customs, currency and more

nterpersonal skills

Develop your self-reliance, resilience, independence
and social interaction

I

Of course, the final aim of the trip is to have fun!
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Interski
The Aosta Valley experts!
Interski are a specialist snow sport tour provider, who have been organizing
school and private trips for over 30 years. They are based only in the Aosta Valley;
hence are specialists in this area.
Interski offer outstanding support prior and during the trip. We are assigned a
coordinator (blue jackets) who spends the week with us, ensuring that our tour
is a positive experience. Interski also employ specialist instructors (red jackets),
who you will work with for the week to develop your snow sport abilities.
We are in fantastic hands with Interski; hence SGS has been on Ski Trips for over 20 years.
For more information about Interski, please visit their website https://www.interski.co.uk/.
Alternatively, you can watch this video made specially for Schools to whet your appetite!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=W1sySeZSNt8&feature=emb_title

SGS Staff
In Loco Parentis!
Whilst away, your accompanying SGS staff are ‘in Loco Parentis’, which means we are acting as your
parents. Our role first and foremost is to ensure your safety and enjoyment throughout the trip.
Exact staffing details will be confirmed later this year.
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La Thuile Resort
Italian-Franco border beauty
La Thuile is a picturesque town situated in the Alpine Aosta Valley on the Italian side of the border
with France. The town is small, with a collection of restaurants and a handful of souvenir shops to
serve the tourists, mainly who come to ski in the winter or mountain bike or hike in the summer. At
1,450m the scenery is stunning, with incredible surrounding views.

La Thuile’s location (dropped pin)

River running through La Thuile town centre

Our accommodation, the Planibel apartments, are in the perfect location at the foot of the ski lifts,
allowing quick access to and from the mountains each day. The Planibel resort contains a handful of
cafes, shops and a supermarket, all within a contained area, so students can safely access these in
their free time. The Planibel resort is just five minutes’ walk from the town centre, to which we
organize daily supervised walks.

The Planibel apartments (from the cable car)

Typical apartment within Planibel resort
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Piste Map
77 pistes over 160km (and more!)
The primary reason we continue to return to La Thuile annually is the quality of skiing available. There
is an extensive network of 77 pistes that vary in length, steepness, width and surroundings. There is
also a wide range of difficulty to suit every ability. The progression rate of learners in La Thuile is
excellent, as there is always a piste that is slightly more challenging.
For more able performers, there is also a link to the neighbouring resort of La Rosiere (across the border
to France) that you can ski into, thus opening up another 40+ pistes. Furthermore, there is a wealth of
off-piste opportunity and a snow park that instructors may take more able groups on.
A number of the pistes offer spectacular views across the Alps mountain range, including clear sight of
its tallest asset, Mont Blanc.

Planibel
Apartments

Piste Webcams
Check out the piste webcams at https://www.lathuile.it/webcam.html
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Tour Itinerary
Eight action-packed days!
Although snow sport is the primary activity of the tour, Interski and SGS staff work hard to maximise
your time away. This itinerary is an overview of what to expect on the trip. Some of the exact details
(e.g. exact locations, timings etc) are to be confirmed, and will be shared with you prior to departure.
Day

Sat

Breakfast in
France

AM
07:0009:30
AM
09:3012:00

Sun

Coach
Travel

At Home

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Organise:
(shower, sort clothing and equipment for day)
Breakfast in Local Café

Coach
Travel

Prepare for Ski Lessons

Arrive at
Resort

Eve
18:0022:00

Depart SGS
(time TBC)
Coach Travel

Snow Sport Lessons

Organise:
Unpack in
Rooms
Ski Hire

Ferry Travel
(time TBC)

Dinner

Dinner on
Coach/Ferry

Interski
Briefing

Coach Travel
(overnight)

Free Time

Snow Sport Time
Social/Leisure Time
Travel Time
Organising Time

Breakfast
on Ferry

Coach
Travel
Return to
SGS (time
TBC)

Lunch
PM
15:3018:00

Ferry
Travel

Coach
Travel

Snow Sport Lessons

Coach
Travel

PM
12:0015:30

Sun

Organise:
Return Ski &
Clothing Hire
Clean Rooms

Free Time

Dinner
Dinner
Dinner
Après Ski (TBC)

Begin Packing
Après Ski:
Presentation

At Home

Depart
Resort
Coach
Travel
(overnight)

Time on the slopes, learning and developing your skills- listen to your instructors
Time to yourselves – enjoy it (being sensible of course!)
Time in transit – be patient and bring things to occupy yourselves
Time when we need you to be focussed and prepared – not the most fun, but arguably the
most important. Get this right, and the rest of the week will be far more enjoyable!
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Itinerary (continued)
Details of Activities
Snow Sport Lessons
09:30-15:30 from Monday to Saturday, with a one hour’s break.
That’s 30 hours of skiing or snowboarding; quality time to hone
your skills and confidence. You will work with the same instructor
all week in a group with others who are of a similar ability to you.
Free Time
Time between the end of lessons and dinner. You have a range of options during this period, including:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Relax/recuperate in apartment rooms
Visit resort shops or supermarket
Football/basketball (if conditions suitable)

Social time with friends in apartment rooms
Walk into town (supervised by staff)
Contact family and friends at home

Apres-Ski
Every evening there is an activity organised to help entertain you and develop the ‘K’ and ‘I’ aims of the
tour. The first night (Sunday) is the Interski briefing, and the last night (Friday) is the presentation, where
you receive your certificate, badge and grading for the week. For the remaining four nights, we will
partake in a variety of activities. These are yet to be confirmed, but in the past have included:
• Karaoke
• Bum Boarding
• Pizza Night
• Quiz Night
• Ice Skating
• Ice Cream Night
We can also arranger supervised watching of particular sporting events (e.g. Champions League, Six
Nations) in a resort bar.

Travel Time
Plenty of it – journey time is approximately 20 hours each way, so bring plenty of things to occupy
yourselves and keep comfortable. The coach will stop throughout the journey for comfort breaks.
Organising Time
We will, at times, need you focussed to follow instructions and organise yourselves (to develop the ‘I’
aim of the tour). The quicker and better this is done, the more you can enjoy the other times!
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Expectations and Guidance
Reminders of responsibility
Despite being out of the School environment, we still have the same high expectations of your conduct
and behaviour on and off the slopes, as we would in School. It is possible to have fun whilst maintaining
good levels of behaviour. Whilst away, you are representing SGS, your parents, your country and
yourselves. Leave everyone around you with a positive impression of all of these.
Like all SGS trips, we have a Code of Conduct that we expect you to adhere to. A copy is in the ‘Forms’
section of this booklet for you and your parents to read, sign and hand in to us prior to departure.
Behaviour on trips is typically excellent, with many people commenting on this positively; that is the
goal again this year. However, please note that if behaviour does fall below the expected standards,
then we will apply sanctions accordingly to help reinforce the importance of these expectations.
Responsibility
As well as your behaviour, you have a responsibility for other factors during this tour:
Your welfare
Your belongings
Your punctuality
Your peers

Look after yourselves – give your body sufficient sleep, food, water, sun protection,
rest and medication (if applicable). Report to staff if you are not happy or well
There is a lot of clothing and equipment to remember – get in good habits of checking
these regularly. We provide checklists for your rooms to help you
Good trips run on good timekeeping. If you are late to a meeting point, it makes
everyone late. Respect the time of others, and ensure you arrive 5 mins early
Support each other on and off the slopes. Report to staff if a fellow tour member is not
happy or well

Guidance: Tips and Hints
Whether you have never skied or snowboarded before, or are a regular, there are always tips and hints
you pick up over time. Here are some that might help you before or during your trip:
1. Pack sensibly – having the right clothing and equipment helps set you up for the week. Some
items may be difficult to acquire if you forget to bring them. Use the kit list (later in the booklet)
to help you. It is advisable to pack with your parents so you know where things are
2. Seek expertise – speak to others who have ski trip experience to enquire about advice, clothing
etc. Some ski clothing is not cheap, so you may be able to borrow some from others
3. ‘5-minute buffer’ – Aim to meet 5 minutes before you need to. That way, if you get held up (e.g.
forget something), you can still sort the issue and arrive at the meet point on time
4. Be resilient – this is going to be a physically and mentally draining time. Snow sport works new
muscle groups and requires physical exertion. Do not let this make you take time off the
mountain, unless absolutely necessary, as you will not get this precious time back!
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Kit List
What to take with you
Packing everything that is needed without packing too much can be challenge. There is no official
luggage limit, but please pack sensibly. A suitcase/large bag can be used along with a carry-on
rucksack to be taken onto the coach.
We have divided the kit list down into two sections: off and on the slopes. Use this as a checklist:

Section A: Off the Slopes (Note – this is a recommended list only – it is not compulsory you provide all items)
For Afternoons/Evenings:
Comfortable ‘loungewear’ – to put on to relax in
after a tough day on the slopes. X 2
Flip-flops/sliders – allow feet to ‘breathe’ after a
whole day on the slopes. X 1
T-shirts/polo shirts – to wear for afternoons and
evenings (not the same ones worn for skiing) x 3
Warm coat – could be ski jacket, but preferably a
different one to allow ski jacket to air/dry x 1

Jeans and Jumpers/Hoodies – for smart-casual
evening wear to restaurants and après-ski x 2
Strong footwear – walks to restaurants/après ski
are on roads that may be snowy or icy x 1
Warm hat/gloves – to keep warm during walks to
and from dinner/après ski x 1
Sufficient underwear – pants/boxer shorts x 8 and
socks x 4 (as these will not be worn often)

For the Journey
Tour Hoodie – must be worn on both journeys to
help identify students
Cushion/Pillow - (and blanket?) to maximise comfort
during long journey
Tip: Change of T-shirt? – to change into when we
have breakfast in a French service station

Comfortable trousers – to maximise comfort
during long journey
Entertainment – books, devices, travel games etc
to keep occupied
Tip: Toothbrush/deodorant? – to use after
breakfast in a French service station

Useful Essentials
Wash kit – towels provided by hotel – but all other
components of wash kit needed (allow for 2 showers
per day)

Bin/carrier bag(s) – to help store dirty clothes in to
help separate them from clean clothes in cases. Can
also be used to store other items
Small bottle of drink – a small plastic bottle than can
be refilled and taken onto the mountain in a ski
jacket if required
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Chargers and adaptors – two or three pin
European adaptors (see below)

Teabags/coffee/hot chocolate/sugar – kettles are
in rooms – so having a small supply of these will
save buying a set from the supermarket
Pack of cards/small games – to play during free
time

Kit List (continued)
Section B: On the Slopes
The following list has been created with Interski, to help keep students warm and dry on the slopes:
Thermals – Invest in a good set of base layers. You don’t have to spend a fortune however make sure you’re buying the
right thing for the job. Do remember that cotton is an inefficient base layer and won’t keep you warm.
Tip - two base layer tops and two sets of bottoms will suffice for the week as these can be alternated (wear one, air one!).
Layers – so temperature can be adjusted by adding/removing layers accordingly. Take several thinner layers – microfibre
tops, fleeces, long-sleeved tops etc help trap the heat
Tip –. A guide is wearing two layers in between thermals and ski jacket- but these can be re-worn (wear one, air one!)
Socks – Get ski-specific thermal socks, nobody likes cold toes! Avoid anything with seams around the shins as your boots
will press into them all day long.
Tip – two or three sets of socks will suffice for the week (wear one, air one!)
Gloves/ mittens – There’s a huge range of gloves out there that do some wonderful high-tech stuff. The important thing
though is to get comfortable ones that fit properly and will keep you warm.
Tip – under-gloves (thinner) should be taken as well as bigger ski gloves. This will help keep hands warmer
Sun cream – The sun is very strong and the higher you go in altitude So take a minimum factor 25.
Tip – small, pocket-sized, tubes are best so they can be taken onto the slopes to top up during the day
Lip balm and moisturiser – Your skin will dry out at altitude like you’ve never seen before, put a lip balm in your pocket
and moisturize religiously.
Tip – can be kept in same pocket as sun cream to apply both regularly. Some come with sun cream in the same pack/tube
Outer wear – Ski Jacket and Salopettes (trousers). Check your gear’s waterproof and breath-ability ratings (detailed on
the tags) and make sure it’s going to keep you warm. You don’t have to spend a fortune.
Tip – if you are unsure what to buy or whether your son will ski much in the future, borrowing or renting is a great way to
get good quality outer wear. See overleaf for rental information
Goggles – Protecting your eyes is an absolute must and it pays to spend a bit more on good goggles as the sun reflects off
the snow.
Helmet – essential for everyone to protect your head, regardless of your ability level. There is no stigma attached, it’s no
longer ‘un-cool’ to protect your head, the pros wear them, helmets are cool, wear one, full stop.
Tip – Helmet and goggles should fit seamlessly together and not leave a big gap across your forehead. Helmets are also
available for rental or could be borrowed from someone
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Kit Hire
Interski Hire Service
If you do not want to commit to buying kit and are unable to borrow some, then renting can be a
good way to ensure you receive top quality items at a cheaper price than purchasing. Interski offer a
broad range of items for rental.
The most common rented items are ski jackets, salopettes and helmets. One advantage of these, is
that the clothing is taken directly to the resort, so there is no need to pack them in your case.
Interski also offer bundles for purchase, especially useful for beginners to provide them with
everything they need for their first time on the slopes.
Any Interski rentals are done directly by you, via their website (see below). Any purchased items can
be delivered to School, and I will ensure they are handed to your son prior to departure. The School
do not receive any benefit from Interski hires or purchases.
Visit www.interski.co.uk/rental for more information.
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Finance and Insurance
The money matters
What the trip cost includes:
1. Return travel by executive coach and cross-channel ferry, including breakfast in both directions
2. Six-night full board accommodation (all meals included)
3. Six-day ski pass and snow sport course with qualified instructor
4. Ski hire of boots, skis/board and poles
5. Apres-ski activities and travel
6. Insurance and emergency medical treatment waiver
7. Tour hoody
What you may need to purchase additionally:
1. Suitable clothing and equipment for snow sport
2. Dinner for outbound journey
3. Additional snacks and drinks throughout the week
4. Instructor/coordinator gift contribution
5. Souvenirs
6. Mobile phone data – note WiFi signal is poor in apartments, so data packages may be required
It is difficult to advise how much spending money is need, as it depends on the needs of each student.
A range of 30-50 Euros should cover items 2-4 on the above list. Item 5 is more variable.

Keeping money safe
The apartments contain safes to keep money secure. Staff also operate a ‘bank’ system, whereby
students can collect smaller amounts throughout the week. If you wish to take advantage of this, please
ensure the student’s money is handed to a staff member on departure in a named envelope.
Insurance
You are insured for this trip through a combination of Interski and SGS insurances. There is no need to
take out additional insurance. If you wish to view the insurance documentation, this can be made
available to you on request.
Risk Assessments
Thorough risk assessments have been carried out and signed off by both Interski and SGS. These are
designed to identify and reduce any potential risks throughout the trip. If you wish to view these, they
can be made available to you on request.
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Medical Information
Medication, allergies, first aid and emergency procedure
You can be rest assured that we have several medical processes in place to help maximise the welfare
of students during the trip. It is imperative that we have the most up to date information regarding any
medical issues recorded on the medical consent form (see forms section). If there any changes to this
information, please inform me immediately.
Medication and Allergies
For any student who requires medication or allergy relief for the trip, please ensure it is packed in a
place where students can access it (i.e. carry on bag). Spare medication may be handed to the dedicated
Medical Officer for the trip for safe keeping. On the medical consent form you have the option to
authorise self-administration of ‘basic medication’ by your son. We will monitor this during the trip.
We ask that any student who requires an EpiPen brings at least two (preferably three) with them, so
they can be distributed between instructor, SGS staff and student. At meal times, Interski support food
allergies by providing translatable cards for students with allergies to present when being served food.
Emergency Procedure
During a trip of this nature, it is inevitable that at least student will feel unwell or suffer injury. Whether
minor or major, we have developed a robust medical procedure with Interski to ensure that any
occurrences are dealt with swiftly and effectively, and communicated with parents as appropriate.
Please note that SGS have first-aid trained staff on the trip. All Interski staff are also first aid trained.
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Emergency Contacts
For your peace of mind
If you wish to make emergency contact during the tour, we will provide you with contact details of the
hotel and an SGS member of staff in England. We will also have an SGS emergency mobile phone on
the tour, which will be carried by a member of SGS staff at all times.
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